Excerpts from THE BOOK OF GALA by Joel Davis
Member, Seattle Men’s Chorus ~ Historian & Archivist, GALA Choruses

I SING, I SAY, I SIIIIIIIGN
Here is your GALAgram for OCT-NOV, 1999. This chapter will be my
official “soap-box” chapter. All the previous Book chapters, wherein I
seemed to have foisted myself upon some perceived pedestal to dispense
my “GALA-gospel according to St. Joel,” were just quasi-arrogant. This
one is unabashedly self-righteous.
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Allow me to draw your attention to the truly fine ONE VOICE PREMIERS
WORK WITH GLBT DEAF COMMUNITY article featured on p.13. This
article highlights aspects rarely, if ever, brought to light when choruses
consider signing and interpreting.
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Now that I’ve done that, here’s the context for all my remarks that follow:
For those of you who don’t know, and most of you don’t, I am a
nationally certified, freelance ASL interpreter with more than 25 years’
experience interpreting in a variety of venues from doctors’ offices to a
Presidential Inaugural Ball. With minor exception, I have only sung with
choruses, not signed for them. As such, I possess more than just a little
perspective on choruses that include signing for singers and choruses
that include signers/interpreters on stage.
Following on what’s printed in this article, allow me to highlight some
contrasts for you:
1) there’s a big difference between being “Deaf" (CAPITOL-D, identifying
with the Deaf Community and the use of American Sign Language as a
cultural phenomenon) and “deaf” (lowercase-d, indicative of only an
audiometric measurement, no inherent value placed on the natural
language of, or identification with, the Deaf Communities in the USA and
Canada: ASL)
2) there’s a big, fat difference between a SIGNER and an INTERPRETER
3) there’s an even bigger, fatter difference presenting a signer or
interpreter as a point of access and accommodation (with prior
outreach to and patronage by Deaf folks at concerts) or as a
performance element (as one would design lighting and sets and
movement)
4) music, especially choral music, is a HEARING-culture thing, despite
any cockamamie explanation about how Deaf people get equivalent
enjoyment and meaning from the vibration of sound, and bringing
choral/music to visual-life requires unique and innate/intuitive skill
Everything that I’ve stated so far manifests itself in these realities:
1) choruses often forego the provision of interpreting services for the
right reasons (money, lack of community) as well as wrong reasons
(attention diverted away from the singers/director)
2) choruses often teach their singers to mimic, or ape, signs rather than
teach them the basic structure and movement of ASL-based signs… SO
IT MAKES SENSE IN SINGERS’ MINDS
3) choruses often default to glossed/lexical signs in English word-order
in lieu of the more difficult, but more aesthetically appealing and
interesting, conceptually-accurate signs
4) choruses often let the appreciation of Hearing audience members
drown out the lack of appreciation of any Deaf (potential) patrons
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The article highlights a very important distinction: something which is
“for” the deaf as opposed to something which is “of” the deaf. We
proclaim that our performances are “Interpreted for the Deaf “ (or, more
broadly, for the Hearing Impaired); on the East Coast of the US, there
exists the National Theater of the Deaf.
Big, big difference.
Furthermore, Deaf (Culture) Community members never, in all my
experience as an interpreter, use the term “Hearing Impaired.” Those
who are Culturally-Indentified, American Sign Language (ASL)-using
Deaf people use the term “Deaf.” Hard-of-hearing people, whose primary
mode of communication is not ASL are the ones who might use the label
“Hard of Hearing” or “Hearing Impaired” and it’s only unenlightened or
politically-correct Hearing people who absolutely use the term “Hearing
Impaired.”
I won’t apologize if that seems crass or biased or unfair. It is, however,
the harsh reality. “Politics,” you say? Yes, indeed.
“Impaired” implies a deficiency, not merely a difference. If someone born
in France only speaks French, would we dare call that person “English
Impaired?” Absolutely not (behind their backs we might.) Yet we
explicitly label someone, or a generic cohort of individuals, who
audiometrically perceive sound differently than others on this planet as
“impaired” or LESS THAN.
If and how choruses include interpreters and signing during
performances is very individual. It’s my hope that when these
conversations happen, they happen honestly and without deception to
chorus or audience members.	
  

